So My Feet Can’t Get Wet
Writer: Dottie Rambo

Verse 1
THERE’S A RIVER DARK AND STORMY
EVERYBODY’S GOT TO CROSS
IT’S THE RIVER OF DEATH
LO, I SEE A WAY MADE
CROSS THE RIVER OF DEATH
SO MY FEET CAN’T GET WET

Chorus
HANDS ARE GONNA LEAD ME ‘CROSS THE WATERS
CHILLY WAVES WILL NEVER TOUCH MY SOUL
BY EYES OF FAITH I SEE A WAY MADE
O’ER THE RIVER OF DEATH SO MY FEET CAN’T GET WET

Verse 2
GETTIN’ A LITTLE CLOSER TO THE CROSSIN’
BUT I’M NOT GONNA WORRY AND I’M NOT GONNA FRET
TWO BIG HANDS ARE GONNA BARE ME OVER
THAT RIVER OF DEATH SO MY FEET CAN’T GET WET

Chorus
HANDS ARE GONNA LEAD ME ‘CROSS THE WATERS
CHILLY WAVES WILL NEVER TOUCH MY SOUL
BY EYES OF FAITH I SEE A WAY MADE
O’ER THE RIVER OF DEATH SO MY FEET CAN’T GET WET
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